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Classical shock testing on a shaker is an efficient alternative to 
drop testing, bringing the advantages of better accuracy and 
repeatability.  Performing shock testing using shakers imposes 
physical limitations due to the available armature displacement 
and shaker/amplifier power ratings.  SignalStar Classical Shock 
algorithms have evolved to make the best possible use of 
available armature displacement and to efficiently handle the 
dynamics of shock testing with both electrodynamic and 
hydraulic shakers.

Single Shaker Vibration Control

The SignalStar product family offers three vibration control 
systems designed to meet a wide range of single shaker 
vibration control needs.  The SignalStar Scalar provides 2 to 8 
channels of control, specifically designed to meet entry-level 
shock testing requirements.  The SignalStar Vector provides up to 
32 channels of shock control and analysis, along with additional 
standard features such as larger frame sizes.  The SignalStar 
Matrix provides all of the capability of the Vector with up to 1024 
input channels.  

Multi Shaker Vibration Control

SignalStar Matrix Multi Shaker Classical Shock enables the user to 
simultaneously control up to 16 shakers.  Multi Shaker Classical 
Shock provides all reference pulse types available in single 
shaker classical shock, including optional imported transients.  
Each control can have an independently specified reference 
waveform. 

Classical Shock Control

Abacus control hardware provides the high sample rates (up to 
107 kHz) required for accurate time domain replication of shock 
pulses.  Large block sizes (up to 65,536 points) allow long 
duration, high sample rate pulses.  High quality, linear phase 
digital filters eliminate distortion of transient signals.  SignalStar 
Classical Shock offers time domain, frequency domain or mixed 
control strategies for fast, stable, correction of drive signals 
between pulses. This enables precise control on both 
electrodynamic and hydraulic shakers.

SignalStar Classical Shock supports all classical pulse types 
including half sine, rectangular, triangular (symmetrical or 
non-symmetrical), sawtooth (initial or terminal peak), trapezoid, 
sine burst and double sine.  Reference pulses may be 
compensated for velocity and displacement using pre- and post 
pulses.  Compensation types include: rectangular, symmetrical, 
single, double and optimized displacement. 
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SRS Analysis 

The optional SRS analysis feature enables shock response 
spectrum analysis on all input channels.  The user can choose 
from maxi-max, primary positive, primary negative, residual 
positive, residual negative, and composite SRS types.  Octave 
spacing and percent critical damping are also user selectable.  
SRS parameters may be independently selectable for each 
measurement allowing overlay of different SRS types in the same 
graph. 

Transient Control

The Transient Control enables import of measured or externally 
generated reference pulses in both Classical Shock and SRS 
Synthesis.  This enables reproduction of actual measured field 
data on your laboratory shaker system.  Other uses of Transient 
Control include single shaker (e.g. Bellcore) and multi shaker (e.g. 
IEEE 344) seismic testing.  Transient Control can also be used to 
reproduce arbitrary transients (e.g. NASA Sine Burst).  Classical 
Shock provides the capability to compensate imported 
transients using the same pre and post pulse compensation 
techniques used for classical pulses.

Transients can be imported from ASCII text, Universal File, and 
Data Physics binary formats. Imported transients may be edited, 
filtered and resampled to make them suitable for running on 
your shaker system.
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Limit Channels

Each measurement channel may be assigned independent 
positive and negative alarm and abort limits to provide an extra 
measure of safety for delicate test articles.  Limits can be 
performed using any engineering unit.  If an alarm limit is 
exceeded on any measurement channel during pulse output, a 
message is sent warning the test operator.  If an abort limit is 
exceeded, the test is stopped, preventing further increase in test 
level that may damage the test article.




